Effect of Heterogeneity on Shear Zone Formation during Plane Strain Compression
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Abstract
Heterogeneity of granular materials triggers shear zone formation. In the paper, the FE-analysis of the effect of the material heterogeneity on the formation of a spontaneous shear zone inside of granular materials during a plane strain compression test is presented. The numerical calculations are performed with a finite element method on the basis of a hypoplastic constitutive law extended by polar quantities: rotations, curvatures and couple stresses. A mean grain diameter is used as a characteristic length. The constitutive law takes into account the effect of pressure, void ratio, direction of deformation rate and mean grain diameter on the behaviour of granular bodies. The heterogeneity in the granular body is assumed in the form of spots with a different initial void ratio. The spots are single or distributed randomly and stochastically with an exponential probability function. The single spots are distributed sparsely and densely in an initially dense and loose granular specimen. Special attention is focused on the effect of heterogeneity on the onset of shear localization and its thickness at residual state.
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1. Introduction
Localization of deformation in narrow shear zones is a fundamental phenomenon of granular material behaviour (Vardoulakis 1977, 1980, Tejchman 1989, 1997, Yoshida et al 1994, Tatsuoka et al 1994, 1997, Desrues et al 1996, Leśniewska 2000, Nübel 2002). Shear localizations are accompanied by pronounced grain rotations (Oda et al 1982, Uesugi et al 1988, Löffelmann 1989) and curvatures connected to couple stresses (Oda 1993), large strain gradients (Vardoulakis 1980) and void ratio changes (Desrues et al 1996, Oda et al 1997). Since shear localization is a precursor of failure of soils, shear localization has to be taken into account when modelling granular materials. Therefore, the constitutive law has to include a characteristic length to describe the thickness of shear zones and
spacing between them. There are several approaches to capture spontaneous and induced shear localizations in granular bodies in a quasi-static regime: strain gradient (Aifantis 1984, Sluys 1992, de Borst et al 1992, Pamin 1994, Zervos et al 2001, Maier 2002, Tejchman 2004b), non-local (Bazant and Lin 1988, Brinkgreve 1994, Marcher and Vermeer 2001, Maier 2002, Tejchman 2003b, 2004a) and polar ones (Mühlhaus 1989, 1990, Tejchman 1989, 1997, de Borst 1991, Tejchman and Wu 1993, Steinmann 1995). These approaches regularize the ill-posedness caused by the localization formation (differential equations of motion do not change their elliptic type during quasi-static calculations). Thus, the mesh-independent results are provided. Otherwise, FE-results are completely controlled by the size and orientation of the mesh and thus produce unreliable results, i.e. the shear zones become narrower upon mesh refinement (element size becomes the characteristic length) and computed force-displacement curves change considerably depending on the thickness of the calculated shear zone (Tejchman 1997).

The experimental results show that the thickness of shear zones depends on many different factors such as: pressure level, void ratio, direction of deformation, specimen size, mean grain diameter, grain roughness, grain hardness, surface roughness and stiffness of the surrounding structure in contact with a granular body. In addition, the distribution of microscopic inhomogeneities inherently present in granular materials and triggering shear localization seems to be an influential factor (Hobbs and Ord 1989, Tejchman and Wu 1993, 1995, Belytschko et al 1994, Gutierrez and de Borst 1998, Chambon et al 1998, Nübel and Karcher 1998, Tejchman 2002, Gudehus and Nübel 2003, Tejchman 2003a, Shi and Chang 2003). Thus, it is of major importance by modelling shear localizations to use a constitutive model taking all influential factors into account.

The intention of the paper was to show the effect of the distribution of heterogeneity on the formation of shear localization during a plane strain compression test with dry cohesionless sand specimen. The heterogeneity was assumed in the form of single spots with a different initial void ratio. The spots were fixed in an initially dense and loose granular specimen. The calculations were carried with weak and strong spots. The number of fixed spots varied from one to three. They were distributed sparsely with large spacing or densely with small spacing. In addition, the calculations were carried out with the initial void ratio distributed randomly and stochastically with an exponential frequency function. In a numerical analysis, a finite element method and a polar hypoplastic constitutive law were used. The law takes into account the effect of initial density, pressure, direction of deformation rate, mean grain size and grain roughness on shear localization. Due to the presence of a characteristic length in the form of mean grain diameter, the law can realistically describe the formation of shear zones. In the FE-analyses, the emphasis was placed on the influence of heterogeneity on the location and thickness of shear zones inside a granular specimen. Only the plane strain case
was taken into account. Other effects influencing the shear zone formation (loading eccentricity, non-uniform friction conditions along the specimen boundaries, sample preparation and sample dimensions) were not taken into account. A comprehensive analysis of the effect of different distributions of the initial void ratio on shear zone formation during compression has not been performed yet.

2. Hypoplasticity

Hypoplastic constitutive laws (Kolymbas 1977, Wu 1992, Bauer 1996, Gudehus 1996, von Wolffersdorf 1996) are an alternative to elasto-plastic formulations for continuum modelling of granular materials. They describe the evolution of effective stress components with the evolution of strain components by a differential equation including isotropic linear and non-linear tensorial functions according to the representation theorem by Wang (1970). They were formulated by a heuristic process (starting from hypoelastic models) considering all requirements which seem to be important for granular material behaviour. In contrast to elasto-plastic models, the decomposition of deformation components into elastic and plastic parts, yield surface, plastic potential, flow rule and hardening rule are not needed. The hypoplastic models describe the behaviour of so-called simple grain skeletons which are characterised by the following properties (Gudehus 1996):

- the state is fully defined through the skeleton pressure and void ratio (inherent anisotropy of contact forces between grains is not considered and vanishing principal stresses are not allowed),
- deformation of the skeleton is due to grain rearrangements (e.g. small deformations \(< 10^{-5}\) due to elastic behaviour of grain contacts are negligible),
- grains are permanent (abrasion and crushing are excluded in order to keep the granulometric properties unchanged),
- three various void ratios decreasing exponentially with pressure are distinguished (minimum, maximum and critical),
- the material manifests an asymptotic behaviour for monotonous and cyclic shearing and proportional compression,
- rate effects are negligible,
- physico-chemical effects (capillary and osmotic pressure) and cementation of grain contacts are not taken into account.

The hypoplastic constitutive laws are of the rate type. Due to the incremental non-linearity with the deformation rate, they are able to describe both non-linear stress-strain and volumetric behaviour of granular bodies during shearing up to and after the peak with a single tensorial equation. They include also: barotropy (dependence on pressure level), pycnotropy (dependence on density), dependence on the direction of deformation rate, dilatancy and contractancy during shearing
with constant pressure, increase and release of pressure during shearing with constant volume, and material softening during shearing of a dense material. They are apt to describe stationary states, i.e. states in which a grain aggregate can continuously be deformed at constant stress and constant volume under a certain rate of deformation. Although, the hypoplastic models are developed without recourse to concepts of the theory of plasticity, failure surface, flow rule and plastic potential are obtained as natural outcomes (Wu and Niemunis 1996). The feature of the model is a simple formulation and procedure for determination of material parameters with standard laboratory experiments. The parameters are related to granulometric properties encompassing grain size distribution curve, shape, angularity and hardness of grains (Herle and Gudehus 1999). Owing to that, one set of material parameters is valid within a large range of pressures and densities.

Stress changes due to the deformation of a granular body can be generally expressed by

$$\sigma_{ij} = F(e, \sigma_{kl}, d_{kl}),$$

wherein the Jaumann stress rate tensor (objective stress rate tensor) is defined by

$$\dot{\sigma}_{ij} = \sigma_{ij} - w_{ik}\sigma_{kj} + \sigma_{ik}w_{kj}.$$  

The function $F$ in Eq. 1 represents an isotropic tensor-valued function of its arguments, $\sigma_{ij}$ is the Cauchy skeleton (effective) stress tensor, $e$ the void ratio and $d_{kl}$ the rate of deformations tensor (stretching tensor). If the volume of grains remains constant (i.e. incompressible grains), the rate of the void ratio can be expressed by the evolution equation

$$\dot{e} = (1 + e)d_{kk}.$$  

The rate of deformation tensor $d_{ij}$ and the spin tensor $w_{ij}$ are related to the material velocity $v$ as follows:

$$d_{ij} = (v_{i,j} + v_{j,i})/2, \quad w_{ij} = (v_{i,j} - v_{j,i})/2, \quad (\partial / \partial x_i).$$

According to the condition of the incremental non-linearity (Wu 1992), the function $F$ in Eq. 1 can be decomposed into two parts (it is not differentiable only at $d_{ij} = 0$):

$$\dot{\sigma}_{ij} = A(e, \sigma_{kl}, d_{kl}) + B(e, \sigma_{ij})||d_{kl}||.$$  

The function $A$ is linear in $d_{kl}$, while the function $B$ is non-linear in $d_{kl}$ ($||d_{kl}||$ denotes the Euclidian norm $\sqrt{d_{kl}d_{kl}}$). Both functions are positively homogeneous of the first degree in $d_{kl}$, i.e. $\dot{\sigma}_{kl}(\lambda d_{kl}) = \lambda \dot{\sigma}_{kl}d_{kl}$ for any scalar $\lambda > 0$. In this way,
Eq. 5 becomes rate-independent. Due to that $0 \sigma_{kl}(+d_{kl}) \neq 0 \sigma_{kl}(-d_{kl})$, the hypoplastic constitutive equation is incrementally non-linear, which allows for description of the inelastic behaviour. As a limit case during monotonous shearing, the critical state concept is also taken into account for both simultaneously vanishing both stress rates and volumetric deformation rate, and a constant void ratio ($\dot{\sigma}_{ij} = 0, d_{kk} = 0, \dot{e} = 0$).

The following representation of the general constitutive equation (Eq. 6) is used (Bauer 1996, Gudehus 1996):

$$\dot{\sigma}_{ij} = f_s \left[ L_{ij} \left( \hat{\sigma}_{kl}, d_{kl} \right) + f_d N_{ij} \left( \hat{\sigma}_{ij} \right) \sqrt{d_{kl}d_{kl}} \right],$$

(6)

wherein the normalized stress tensor $\hat{\sigma}_{ij}$ is defined by

$$\hat{\sigma}_{ij} = \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{\sigma_{kk}},$$

(7)

The scalar factors $f_s = f_s(e, \sigma_{kk})$ and $f_d = f_d(e, \sigma_{kk})$ take into account the influence of the density and pressure level on the stress. The stiffness factor $f_s$ is proportional to the granulate hardness $h_i$ and depends on the mean stress and void ratio:

$$f_s = \frac{h_i}{nh_i} \left( \frac{1 + e}{e} \right) \left( -\frac{\sigma_{kk}}{h_i} \right)^{1-n}$$

(8)

with

$$h_i = \frac{1}{c_1^2} + \frac{1}{3} - \left( \frac{e_{i0} - e_{d0}}{e_{c0} - e_{d0}} \right)^a \frac{1}{c_1 \sqrt{3}}.$$  

(9)

The granulate hardness $h_i$ represents a density-independent reference pressure and it is related to the entire skeleton (not to single grains). The density factor $f_d$ resembles a pressure-dependent relative density index and is represented by

$$f_d = \left( \frac{e - e_d}{e_c - e_d} \right)^\alpha.$$  

(10)

Here $e$ is the current void ratio, $e_c$ is the critical void ratio, $e_d$ denotes the void ratio at maximum densification (due to cyclic shearing), $e_i$ is the maximum void ratio, and $\alpha$ denotes the pycnotropy coefficient, and $n$ is the compression coefficient. The void ratio $e$ is limited thus by $e_i$ and $e_d$. The values of $e_i$, $e_d$ and $e_c$ are assumed to decrease with the pressure $-\sigma_{kk}$ according to the equations (Bauer 1996), Fig. 1:

$$e_i = e_{i0} \exp\left[-\left(\sigma_{kk}/h_i\right)^n\right],$$  

(11)

$$e_d = e_{d0} \exp\left[-\left(\sigma_{kk}/h_i\right)^n\right],$$  

(12)

$$e_c = e_{c0} \exp\left[-\left(\sigma_{kk}/h_i\right)^n\right].$$  

(13)
Fig. 1. Pressure dependence of void ratios

wherein \( e_i \), \( e_d \) and \( e_c \) are the values of \( e_i \), \( e_d \) and \( e_c \) for \( \sigma_{kk} = 0 \), respectively. For the tensorial functions \( L_{ij} \) and \( N_{ij} \), the following representatives are used (Bauer 1996, Gudehus 1996):

\[
L_{ij} = a_1^2 d_{ij} + \hat{\sigma}_{ij} \hat{\sigma}_{kl} d_{kl}, \quad N_{ij} = a_1 \left( \hat{\sigma}_{ij} + \hat{\sigma}_{ij}^n \right),
\]

(14)

where

\[
a_1^{-1} = c_1 + c_2 \sqrt{\hat{\sigma}_{kl} \hat{\sigma}_{kl} [1 + \cos(3\theta)]}, \quad \cos(3\theta) = -\frac{\sqrt{6}}{\left[ \hat{\sigma}_{kl} \hat{\sigma}_{kl} \right]} \left( \hat{\sigma}_{kl} \hat{\sigma}_{ln} \hat{\sigma}_{mk} \right),
\]

(15)

\[
c_1 = \frac{3}{8} \left( 3 - \sin \phi_c \right), \quad c_2 = \frac{3}{8} \left( 3 + \sin \phi_c \right).
\]

(16)

The parameter \( \phi_c \) is the critical angle of internal friction during stationary flow and the parameter \( \theta \) denotes the Lode angle; the angle on the deviatoric plane \( \sigma_1 + \sigma_2 + \sigma_3 = 0 \) between the stress vector and the axis \( \sigma_3 (\sigma_i \) is the principle stress vector), and \( \sigma_{ij}^e \) denotes the deviatoric part of \( \sigma_{ij} \). In case of sand, the hypoplastic constitutive relation is approximately valid in a pressure range \( 1 \text{kPa} < \sigma_{kk} < 1000 \text{kPa} \). Below it, additional capillary forces due to the air humidity and van der Waals forces may become important, and above it, grain crushing.

The constitutive relationship requires the following material constants: \( e_{i0} \), \( e_{d0} \), \( e_{c0} \), \( \phi_c \), \( h_s \), \( n \) and \( \alpha \). The FE-analyses were carried out with the material constants for so-called Karlsruhe sand: \( e_{i0} = 1.30 \), \( e_{d0} = 0.51 \), \( e_{c0} = 0.82 \), \( \phi_c = 30^\circ \), \( h_s = 190 \text{ MPa} \), \( n = 0.50 \) and \( \alpha = 0.30 \) (Bauer 1996). The parameters \( h_s \) and \( n \) are estimated from a single oedometric compression test with an initially loose specimen (it reflects the slope of the curve in a semi-logarithmic representation, and \( n \) its curvature, Fig. 2). The constant \( \alpha \) is found from a triaxial test with a dense specimen (it reflects the height and position of the peak value of the stress-strain...
The angle $\phi_c$ is determined from the angle of repose or measured in a triaxial test with a loose specimen. The values of $e_{i0}$, $e_{d0}$, $e_{c0}$ are obtained with conventional index tests ($e_{i0} \approx e_{\text{max}}$, $e_{d0} \approx e_{\text{min}}$, $e_{c0} \approx (1.1 - 1.5)e_{\text{max}}$). The mean grain diameter of sand is $d_{50} = 0.5$ mm.

Fig. 2. Influence of $n$ and $h_\tau$ on compression curves for two different materials

A hypoplastic constitutive law cannot describe realistically shear localisation since it does not include a characteristic length. A characteristic length was taken into account by means of a polar theory (Schäfer 1962).

3. Polar Hypoplasticity

The polar terms were introduced in a hypoplastic law with the aid of a polar (Cosserat) continuum (Schäfer 1962, Mülhaus 1989). A Cosserat continuum takes into account two linked levels of deformation: micro-deformation at the particle level and macro-deformation at the structural level. Each material point has for the case of plane strain three degrees of freedom: two translational degrees of freedom and one independent rotational degree of freedom (Fig. 3). The gradients of the rotation are connected to curvatures which are associated with couple stresses. It leads to a non-symmetry of the stress tensor and the presence of a characteristic length. The capability of a polar hypoplastic model has already been demonstrated in solving boundary value problems involving localization such as biaxial test, shearing of a narrow granular layer, silo filling and silo flow, furnace flow, footings and sand anchors. A close agreement between calculations and experiments was achieved. A polar model has good physical grounds since it takes into account rotations and couple stresses which are observed during shearing, but remain negligible during homogeneous deformation. A characteristic length is directly related to a mean grain diameter. However, the model is only suitable for shear dominated problems, but not for tension (decohesion) dominated applications.

\[
0 \sigma_{ij} = f_i \left[ L_{ij} \left( \hat{\sigma}_{kl}, \hat{m}_k, d_{kl}^5, k_d d_{50} \right) + f_{ij} N_{ij} \left( \hat{\sigma}_{ij} \right) \sqrt{d_{kl}^5d_{kl}^5 + k_d k_d d_{50}^2} \right], \tag{18}
\]

\[
0 \frac{m_i}{d_{50}} = f_i \left[ L_i^C \left( \hat{\sigma}_{kl}, \hat{m}_k, d_{kl}^5, k_d d_{50} \right) + f_{ij} N_i^C \left( \hat{m}_i \right) \sqrt{d_{kl}^5d_{kl}^5 + k_d k_d d_{50}^2} \right]. \tag{19}
\]
\begin{align*}
L_{ij} &= a_1^2 d_{ij}^c + \hat{\sigma}_{ij} \left( \hat{a}_{kl} d_{kl}^c + \hat{m}_k k_k d_{50} \right), \quad \text{(20)}
L_{ij}^c &= a_1^2 k_i d_{50} + a_1^2 \hat{m}_i \left( \hat{a}_{kl} d_{kl}^c + \hat{m}_k k_k d_{50} \right), \quad \text{(21)}
N_{ij} &= a_1 \left( \hat{\sigma}_{ij} + \sigma_{ij}^c \right), \quad N_i^c = a_1^2 a_i \hat{m}_i. \quad \text{(22)}
\begin{align*}
0 m_i &= \dot{m}_i - 0.5 w_{ik} m_k + 0.5 m_k w_{ki}, \quad \hat{m}_i = \frac{m_i}{\sigma_{kk} d_{50}} \quad \text{(23)}
\hat{d}_{ij} &= d_{ij} + w_{ij} - w_{ij}^c, \quad k_i = w_{ij}^c, \quad \text{(24)}
\hat{w}_{12} &= 0, \quad \hat{w}_{21} = -w_{12} = w_c, \quad \text{(25)}
\end{align*}
\end{align*}

wherein \( m_i \) – Cauchy couple stress vector, \( \dot{m}_i \) – Jaumann couple stress rate vector, \( d_{ij}^c \) – polar rate of deformation tensor, \( k_i \) – rate of curvature vector, \( w_c \) – rate of Cosserat rotation, \( d_{50} \) – mean grain diameter, \( a_c \) – micro-polar parameter. A micro-polar parameter can be correlated with the grain roughness. It was estimated with a numerical analysis for shearing of a narrow granular strip between two very rough boundaries as \( a_c = a_1^{-1} \) (Tejchman 1997, Gudehus and Tejchman 2001). The polar hypoplastic law has totally 9 material constants (with a uniform distribution of the initial void ratio in the granular specimen).

4. Finite Element Data

FE-calculations of plane strain compression tests were performed with a sand specimen which was \( h_0 = 10 \) cm high and \( b = 2 \) cm wide. Only quadrilateral finite elements composed of four diagonally crossed triangles were applied to avoid volumetric locking. In all, 320 quadrilateral elements (0.25 × 0.25 cm) divided into 1280 triangular elements with linear shape functions for displacements were used. The dimensions of finite elements were \( 5 \times d_{50} \) to obtain the thickness of shear zones independent of the mesh size (Tejchman et al 1999, Maier 2002). The integration was performed with one sampling point placed in the middle of each element. The calculations were carried out with small deformations and curvatures.

As the initial stress state, the state with \( \sigma_{22} = \sigma_c + \gamma_d x_2 \) and \( \sigma_{11} = \sigma_c \) was assumed in the sand specimen, where \( \sigma_c \) denotes the confining pressure (\( \sigma_c = 0.2 \) MPa), \( x_2 \) is the vertical coordinate measured from the top of the specimen, \( \gamma_d \) denotes the initial volume weight (\( \sigma_{11} \) – horizontal normal stress, \( \sigma_{22} \) – vertical normal stress).

A quasi-static deformation in sand was initiated through a constant vertical displacement increment prescribed at nodes along the upper edge of the specimen. The boundary conditions of the sand specimen were no shear stress at the top
and bottom. To preserve the stability of the specimen against the sliding along the bottom boundary, the node in the middle of the bottom was kept fixed.

To obtain a shear zone inside the granular specimen, single imperfections and imperfections distributed stochastically were assumed. The single imperfections were inserted into the specimen in the form of a weaker finite element (with a higher initial void ratio) or a stronger finite element (with a lower initial void ratio). The initial density of the entire specimen (besides imperfections) was low (dense specimen) and high (loose specimen). The number of imperfect elements changed from 1 to 3. The location and distance of imperfect elements varied. The imperfections were located symmetrically and non-symmetrically against the vertical axis of symmetry.

The effect of a distribution of the initial void ratio $e_0$ in the entire specimen was also investigated. In the first case, the initial void ratio $e_0$ was randomly distributed (by means of a random generator) in such a way that the initial void ratio was increased in every element layer by the value $a \times r$, where $a$ is a constant (e.g. 0.0001, 0.05, 0.10) and $r$ is a random number between 0 and 1. Thus, the fluctuating initial void ratio in an initially dense specimen was equal to

$$e_0 = 0.60 + 0.0001r \quad \text{or} \quad e_0 = 0.60 + 0.05r \quad \text{or} \quad e_0 = 0.60 + 0.10r.$$  

In addition, the initial void ratio was distributed stochastically in the specimen with an exponential frequency function proposed by Shahinpoor (1981) (Nübel and Karcher 1998, Nübel 2002). According to Shahinpoor (1981), the theoretical probability density function (Fig. 4) for the frequency distribution of macroscopic void ratio $e$ for equal spheres is

$$p(e) = \frac{\lambda \exp(-\lambda e)}{\exp(-\lambda e_m) - \exp(-\lambda e_M)}. \quad (27)$$

This function is of the negative exponential type (Fig. 4) and is based on the concept of the Voronoi cells. The range of possible void ratios is limited by $e_m$ (the minimum void ratio) and $e_M$ (the maximum void ratio). The probability density function between the bounds of $e_m$ and $e_M$ is normalized (Fig. 4):

$$\int_{e_m}^{e_M} p(e)de = 1. \quad (28)$$

The critical void ratio (Eq. 14) is equal to

$$e_c = 0.5(e_m + e_M). \quad (29)$$

The constant $\lambda$ depends on the soil density and can be obtained from a given average void ratio $\bar{e}$ (Nübel 2002):
Fig. 4. Functions $p(e)$ and $P(e)$ and the distribution of local void ratio for two different mean global void ratios (Nübel and Karcher 1998)

\[ \bar{e}_0 = \lambda^{-1} + \left( \frac{e_m \exp(-\lambda e_m) - e_M \exp(-\lambda e_M)}{\exp(-\lambda e_m) - \exp(-\lambda e_M)} \right). \]  \hspace{1cm} (30)

Thus, for the average initial void ratio $\bar{e}_0 = 0.55$, the constant $\lambda$ is equal to $\lambda = 1.34$, for $\bar{e}_0 = 0.60$, the constant $\lambda = 1.0$ and for $\bar{e}_0 = 0.65$, the constant $\lambda = 0.80$. The fluctuating initial void ratio $e$ can be calculated by the formula

\[ e = P^{-1}(x) = -\frac{1}{\lambda} \ln \left[ (1 - r) \exp(-\lambda e_m) + r \exp(-\lambda e_M) \right], \]  \hspace{1cm} (31)

with

\[ P(e) = \int_{e_m}^{e_M} p(e) \, de. \]  \hspace{1cm} (32)
The parameter $r$ is the random number chosen between 0 and 1. The deviation of the distribution of void ratio increases with decreasing number of voids (grains) in a volume element and decreasing mean global void ratio of the specimen (Fig. 4).

For the solution of a non-linear system, a modified Newton-Raphson scheme with line search was used with a global stiffness matrix calculated with only first terms of the constitutive equations (linear in $d_{kl}^c$ and $\kappa_4 d_{50}$). The stiffness matrix was updated every 100 steps. To accelerate the calculations in the softening regime, the initial increments of displacements and Cosserat rotation in each calculation step were assumed to be equal to the final increments in the previous step (Tejchman 1997). The iteration steps were performed using translational and rotational convergence criteria (Tejchman 1997). For the time integration of stresses in finite elements, a one-step Euler forward scheme was applied.

## 5. Numerical Results

### 5.1. Single Imperfections

#### 5.1.1. Initially Dense Specimen

Figs. 5–7 present the results with an initially dense specimen ($e_0 = 0.60$) including one single weaker element ($e_0 = 0.65$) at mid-point along the left side. The normalized load-displacement curve is depicted in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows the deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of the Cosserat rotation $\omega^c$ and couple stress $m_1$ near the peak state. The deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of Cosserat rotation $\omega^c$, void ratio $e$, stress $\sigma_{12}$ and couple stress $m_1$ at residual state is demonstrated in Fig. 7. The magnitude of the Cosserat rotation is marked by circles with a maximum diameter corresponding to the maximum rotation in the given step. In turn, the darker the region, the higher the void ratio. The entire range of Cosserat rotation and void ratio was divided into 10 different circle sizes and shadows. The displacements shown were magnified with regard to the calculated ones by the factor of about 3.

The resultant vertical force on the specimen top $P$ increases first, shows a pronounced peak, drops later and reaches an almost a residual state (Fig. 5). The overall angle of internal friction for the sand specimen, calculated from Mohr’s formula

$$\phi = \arcsin \frac{\sigma_1 - \sigma_2}{\sigma_1 + \sigma_2}, \quad (33)$$

is equal to $\phi_p = 43.5^\circ$ at peak ($u/h_0 = 2.64\%$). At $u/h_0 = 10\%$, it is equal to $\phi_{cr} = 34.0^\circ$. In Eq. 33, $\sigma_1 = P/(bl)$ denotes the vertical principle stress ($\sigma_2 = \sigma_c = 0.2$ MPa is the horizontal principal stress, $b = 0.02$ m is the specimen width, $l = 1.0$ m and $u$ dotes the vertical displacement of the top).
Fig. 5. Load-displacement curve ($e_0 = 0.60$, one weaker spot)

Fig. 6. Deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of Cosserat rotation $\omega^c$ and couple stress $m_1$ at $u/h_0 = 2.5\%$ (a) and at $u/h_0 = 3.0\%$ (b) ($e_0 = 0.60$, one weaker spot)
The obtained results of internal friction angles at peak and in the residual state in dense sand, and the corresponding vertical displacements of the sand specimen compare well with experimental results with Karlsruhe sand carried out by Vardoulakis (1977, 1980) and Yoshida et al (1994). In the experiments by Vardoulakis (1977, 1980), the dimension of the specimen were: $h_0 = 140$ mm, $b = 40$ mm, $l = 80$ mm and in the experiments by Yoshida et al (1994): $h_0 = 200$ mm, $b = 80$ mm, $l = 160$ mm, respectively. In the biaxial apparatus by Vardoulakis (1977), the top surface of the specimen was in contact with a lubricated polished stainless steel cap. The bottom of the specimen was located on a roller bearing. Both top and bottom surfaces in the biaxial apparatus by Yoshida et al (1994) were in contact with lubricated polished stainless steel cap and pedestal. The experiments with very dense sand ($e_0 = 0.55$) resulted in $\phi_p = 45.7^\circ$ and $\phi_{cr} = 32.9^\circ$ (Vardoulakis 1977, 1980), and $\phi_p = 43.4^\circ$, and $\phi_{cr} = 31.3^\circ$ (Yoshida et al 1994) at $\sigma_c = 200$ kPa.

At the beginning of the displacement of the top boundary, two shear zones are created expanding outwards from the weakest element towards the top and bottom of the specimen (Fig. 6a). Afterwards, one of the shear zones becomes inactive (slightly before the peak state, Tejchman 2003b) and only one shear zone starts to form. It is characterized both by a concentration of shear deformations,
couple stresses and Cosserat rotation, and a significant increase of the void ratio (Fig. 7). The thickness of the internal shear zone is approximately \( t_{sz} \approx 12 \times d_{50} \). The calculated thickness is in accordance with the observed thickness during experiments with dense Karlsruhe sand at \( \sigma_c = 200 \text{kPa} \): \( t_{sz} = 13 \times d_{50} \) (Vardoulakis 1977, 1980) and \( 10 \times d_{50} \) (Yoshida et al 1994). The calculated maximum Cosserat rotation in the middle of the shear zone is 1.4 at \( u/h_0 = 10\% \).

Fig. 8 shows results for a initially dense specimen \( (e_0 = 0.60) \) including one stronger element \( (e_0 = 0.55) \) located at mid-point of the left side. At the beginning of the compression process, two shear zones are created expanding outward from the imperfection, (similarly as in the case of a weaker spot). Afterwards, they become passive. The new shear zone occurs in the lower part of the right side of the specimen. It propagates towards the bottom and is reflected from the fixed bottom (Tejchman 2002).

![Fig. 8. Deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of Cosserat rotation \( \omega \) at \( u/h_0 = 2.5\% \) (a) and \( u/h_0 = 5\% \) (b) and void ratio \( e \) at \( u/h_0 = 5\% \) (c) \( (e_0 = 0.60, \text{one stronger spot}) \)](image)

The effect of the spacing of weaker elements in the dense specimen are demonstrated in Figs. 9–10. Three weak elements \( (e_0 = 0.90) \) are located uniformly along
Fig. 9. Evolution of modulus of the deformation rate $\sqrt{\epsilon^F_{k} \epsilon^F_{kl} + k_{c} \epsilon^c_{kl} \epsilon^c_{kl}}$ in weaker elements along the left side (a), and deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of Cosserat rotation $\omega^c$ (b) and couple stress $m_1$ (c) at $u/h_0 = 2.5\%$, and Cosserat rotation $\omega^c$ (d), void ratio $e$ (e) and couple stress $m_1$ (f) at $u/h_0 = 10\%$ ($e_0 = 0.60$, three weaker spots at distance of 25 mm, ‘10’ – the lowest spot, ‘30’ – the highest spot)
the left side of the specimen at distances of about 25 mm (Fig. 9) and 2.5 mm (Fig. 10). In the case of their distance of 25 mm, at the beginning, two shear zones are always created expanding outward from each weaker element. Afterwards and up to the end, only one shear zone dominates (starting from the lowest weaker spot). It forms intensively between $u/h_0 = 2.25\%$ and $u/h_0 = 2.84\%$ on the basis of the evolution of the modulus of deformation rate $\sqrt{d_k^e d_k^c + k_k d_k^c}$ (Eqs. 18 and 19), Fig. 9a. The peak on the load-displacement curve takes place at $u/h_0 = 2.64\%$. The remaining shear zones start to become passive at the beginning of intense shearing in the dominated shear zone i.e. at $u/h_0 = 2.25\%$ (Fig. 9). They are ‘dead’ slightly after the peak state at $u/h_0 = 2.67\%$. The thickness of the shear zone is the same as in the case of one weaker spot (Figs. 6 and 7). However, the direction of propagation is different.
If the weaker elements are very close to each other (Fig. 10), the shear zone is created at the same place as in the case of one weaker spot (Figs. 6 and 7). The direction of the propagation is also the same. In contrast to FE-calculations of simple shearing of an infinite granular layer (Shi and Chang 2003), the thickness of the shear zone does not grow and is always the same (irrespective of the spacing of weaker spots).

Fig. 11 shows the results with three stronger spots located along the left side at a distance of 2.5 mm (Fig. 11a) and with two weaker spots located symmetrically at mid-point of the left and right sides (Fig. 11b). Similarly as during calculations with one stronger spot, the location of the shear zone is different from that of initial stronger spots (Fig. 11a). In the case of two symmetric weaker spots, the
Fig. 11. Deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of void ratio $e$ at residual state ($e_0 = 0.60$): a) three stronger spots located along the left side, b) two weaker spots located at mid-point of the left and right side.

location of the shear zone is always connected to the location of one of the initial spots (Fig. 11b).

5.1.2. Initially Loose Specimen

In Figs. 12–14, the results with an initially loose specimen ($e_0 = 0.90$) are presented. The specimen includes one stronger spot ($e_0 = 0.65$), one weaker spot ($e_0 = 1.1$) at mid-point of the left side or three stronger spots ($e_0 = 0.65$) located along the left side at distances of 25 mm.
Fig. 12. Load-displacement curve (a), deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of Cosserat rotation \( \omega^c \) (b) and couple stress \( m_1 \) (c) at \( u/h_0 = 2.5\% \), and Cosserat rotation \( \omega^s \) (d), void ratio \( e \) (e) and couple stress \( m_1 \) (f) at \( u/h_0 = 10\% \) (c) \( (e_0 = 0.90, \) one stronger spot)
The normalized vertical force on the top continuously increases (Fig. 12a). The material experiences only contractancy (volume decrease). The overall angle of internal friction for the sand specimen, calculated from Mohr’s formula (Eq. 34) is equal to $28.5^\circ$ at $u/h_0 = 10\%$. At the beginning of loading, shear localizations always become active at each spot. However, since the specimen does not undergo material softening, all initial shear zones become inactive during further compression.

### 5.2. Random Distribution of Initial Void Ratio

Figs. 15–17 depict the results with a random distribution of the initial void ratio in the dense specimen (Eq. 27): $e_0 = 0.60 + 0.0001r$, $e_0 = 0.60 + 0.05r$ and $e_0 = 0.60 + 0.1r$ ($a = 0.0001$, 0.05, 0.1).
Fig. 13. Deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of Cosserat rotation $\omega$ (a), void ratio $e$ (b) and couple stress $m_1$ (c) at $u/h_0 = 10\%$ ($e_0 = 0.90$, one weaker spot)

The maximum normalized vertical force on the top decreases with increasing constant $a$ (Fig. 15) since the average initial void ratio $e_0$ increases. In turn, the residual force is slightly influenced. The location of shear localization strongly depends on the random distribution of $e_0$. It can be created in every region of the specimen (Fig. 16). When it is created in the lower or upper part of the specimen, it is reflected from the fixed bottom or moving top boundary. The thickness of the shear zone increases with decreasing rate of softening corresponding to a higher mean initial void ratio (Tejchman et al 1999, Tejchman 2003b). The smaller rate of softening after the peak state is connected to the lower material stiffness.
Thus, the larger deformation can develop. The calculated thickness of the internal shear zone is approximately $t_{sz} \approx 12 \times d_{50}$ ($e_0 = 0.60 + 0.001r$), $t_{sz} \approx 15 \times d_{50}$ ($e_0 = 0.60 + 0.05r$) and $t_{sz} \approx 18 \times d_{50}$ ($e_0 = 0.60 + 0.1r$).

Fig. 14. Deformed FE-mesh with the distribution of Cosserat rotation $\omega$ (a) and couple stress $m_1$ (b) at $u/h_0 = 2.5\%$, and Cosserat rotation $\omega$ (c), void ratio $e$ (d) and couple stress $m_1$ (e) at $u/h_0 = 10\%$ ($e_0 = 0.90$, three stronger spots at distance of 25 mm)
At an early stage of loading before the peak state, multiple shear zones appear (which are not well developed), Fig. 17. This numerical finding is in good agreement with experimental observations by Yoshida et al 1994. It is, however, in contrast with results of FE-calculations performed by Hobbs and Ord (1989) where the patterning of shear zones at residual state was obtained.

Fig. 14. Cont.
5.3. Stochastic Distribution of Initial Void Ratio

The FE-results with a stochastic distribution of the initial void ratio in dense specimens by Eq. 33 are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. One assumed $e_m = 0.001$ and $e_M = 1.641$. The parameter $\lambda$ was 0.8 ($\bar{e}_0 = 0.65$), 1.0 ($\bar{e}_0 = 0.60$) and 1.34 ($\bar{e}_0 = 0.55$). Since the area of each finite element was $5d_{50} \times 5d_{50}$, the initial void ratio in each element was assumed to be the mean value of 25 random values calculated by Eq. 32. The void ratio scattering in dense specimens was limited by the pressure dependent void ratios $e_{d0}$ and $e_{c0}$.

The maximum vertical force on the top boundary increases with decreasing mean global initial void ratio $\bar{e}_0$ (it is strongly affected by $\bar{e}_0$). The residual one is only slightly influenced. As in the case of a random distribution of the initial void ratio, the shear zone can propagate at different parts of the granular specimen. The thickness of the shear zone slightly increases with increasing mean void ratio $\bar{e}_0$. Thus, this increase is significantly smaller as compared with the calculations with a random distribution of the initial void ratio. The thickness of the shear zone with $\bar{e}_0 = 0.60$ is close to this with a random distribution of the initial void ratio at $a = 0.0001$. At an early stage of loading before the peak state, multiple shear zones are always created.
Fig. 16. Deformed FE-mesh with a distribution of void ratio at residual state: a) and b) $e_0 = 0.60 + 0.0001 r$, c) and d) $e_0 = 0.60 + 0.05 r$, e) $e_0 = 0.60 + 0.1 r$
Fig. 16. Cont.
Fig. 17. Deformed FE-mesh with a distribution of Cosserat rotation and void ratio at $u/h_0 = 2.5\%$ ($e_0 = 0.60 + 0.05r$)
Fig. 18. Load-displacement curves with an exponential frequency distribution of the initial void ratio: (a) $\bar{e}_0 = 0.55$, (b) $\bar{e}_0 = 0.60$, (c) $\bar{e}_0 = 0.65$

Fig. 19. Deformed FE-mesh with a distribution of void ratio at residual state (exponential frequency distribution of the initial void ratio): (a) $\bar{e}_0 = 0.55$, (b) $\bar{e}_0 = 0.60$, (c) $\bar{e}_0 = 0.65$
6. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the performed FE-simulations on the effect of imperfections on shear localization during plane strain compression with a polar hypoplastic model:

- Each single imperfection (weaker and stronger spot) induces shear zones at the beginning of loading irrespective of the initial density of the specimen. Thus, multiple shear zones appear which are not well developed.
- The dominant single shear zone starts to form intensively in the dense specimen slightly before the peak state. It is well developed after the peak state.
- The dominant shear zone is connected to a weaker but not to a stronger spot.
- The spacing of single imperfections does not influence the thickness of the shear zone. However, it can influence the direction of the propagation.
- The distribution of the initial void ratio strongly influences the load-displacement diagram. It influences the thickness of the shear zone insignificantly if the mean global initial void ratio is approximately the same.
- The distribution of the initial void ratio strongly influences the location of the shear zone and its propagation direction. The shear zone can be created in every region of the dense specimen.
- The shear zone can reflect from fixed or moving rigid boundaries.
- The results with a random distribution of the initial void ratio are similar to those with a stochastic distribution using an exponential frequency function. However, in the case of a stochastic distribution of the initial void ratio, the effect of the changing average initial void ratio on the thickness of the shear zone is smaller.
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